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INTRODUCTION

One of the finest achievements during my tenure as chief executive officer of Wayne County

Community College has been the recent development whin its professional ranks of a comprehensive

management program entitled, "Management Organization Systems Technique" (M.O.S.T.) ,

A prototypical concept in 1971, M.O.S.T. has evolved into a profound farreaching system which

is expected to provide the College's leadership with an excellent opportunify for coordinating the

dynamic growth ond development of.the College, thereby being able to respond quickly and efficiently

to the College's needs.

Under the direction of te Board of Trustees, the Vice Presidents and I have strongly supported and

encouraged the efforts of the developmental team headed by Dr. Mostafa M. Afr, Vice President for

Finance. That team,has biought to fruition a comprehensive program yielding educational and service

benefits to students, faculty, staff members and the community we have been entrusted to serve.

The five year developtient of M.O.S.T. has been worthwhile. Through the effective implementation

of this management *tern in the months and years to come, we will be able to meet our

responsibilities well, in addition to helping create for the community at large a community college truly

responsive to its community's n s

Dr. Reginald Wilson

President
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THE MANAGEMENT ORGANIZATION The MIO.S.T. approach to a management

SYSTEMS TECHNIQUE scheme for selected institutions of higher learning

was developed in 1976, after several years of pains-

taking research, development and testing.

An eclectic system, M.O.S.T. draws from many

sources of data and Integrates them specifically for

vital management needs, which as recent history

would imply, might demise be overlooked or

inadequately developed by a college administration.

Its specificiw..defipes in large mi;l!s*iire ,.4s most,

dislinctive features::. althougk th! OthOr

nient systems as n'arneci.belOW* Or. tinint'intes

(Ors that

,of

.031,emerits especially eol.ected .fOr modular applica-

tione .,Thirein lies iti intrinsic'Alia
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M.O.S.T. espouses a total management ap-

proaclhO the administration of a college, and yet it

differs from other systems in the alignment of its

basic elements, Its organizational elements would

be encompassed in the carefully monitored, well

defined network of sub-systems operating in con-

cert with one another. Although the inherent

value of any one of the particular models may be

significant, M.O.S.T. may be regarded as con-

ceptually distinctive1

in order to describe the Management Organiza-

tion Systems Technique, its objectified capabilities

and balance of flexibilities especially in terms of a

unitary system designed for meeting myriad chal-

lenges wrought by kinetic social and educational

demands laid daily upon the doorsteps of the com-

munity college in urban America -- we may well

examine with special care the five sub-systems,

which taken altogether would comprise the basic

structure of the M.O.S.T. assemblage.

However, before we may adequately study the

sukystems that make up M.O.S.T. we must first

reflect upon the elements that in one degree or

another contribute to its structure and examine the

community college environment and socioeconomic

trends which will ultimately determine and define

an optimum application of M.O.S.T.

In the early 1970's a tremendous initial growth of

community colleges had begun to subside and

within the leveling off proàess, a serious scrutiny

of their internal organization and efficiency had

begun in the community. The question of their

relevancy arrived upon the public fo7urn. Was the

taxpayer's dollar being well spent?

According to the Cinegie Commission' in 1972:

Higher education in the United States has just completed

its decade of greatest academic success. In the 1960's, it more

than doubled its enrollments from over three millioh to over six

million students on a fulltime equivalent basis whhout a redo
lion in quality of instruction . Yet higher education in the

early 1970's is experiencing its greatest financial crisis This

anomalous juxtaposition of triumph and depression is a fact

that must be accepted, and adjustments must be made to

it. It may seen unfair to some; it may be welcomed by

others; but it remains a dominant reality in higher education

and in American society.'

In contemporary America it has become abund-

Iss ' Carnegie Commission, The More Effective Use of Resources INew

1 York; McGraw-Hill, 1972).

3
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antly clear that community college management

has become a focal point of public interest, and,

therefore, effective management must be accom-

pkshed and maintained if an institution is to survive

an even-handed scrutiny.

There is need to produce a systematic approach

for setting and evaluating goals; the task of assem-

bling data necessary for making crucial decisions

and formulating attendant procedures in order to

provide for the continued existence of colleges

through the effective application of sound total-

concept planning and implementation.

The purpose of the program was to develop a

conceptual base for an eclectic managrnent sys-

terns application that would successfully integrate

the elements of management systems approaches

into the community college setting. To accomplish

the task, the research design included a review and

analysis of current management approaches; the

components of a given management systems align-

ment were analyzed on the basis of planning and

forecasting, data base system applications, evalu-

ation systems, organizational staffing and staff

development and instructional system.

It is noteworthy that the study of each of these

components was accomplished through careful

documentaion of successful approaches in the

fields of higher education, secondary education

and industry.

M.O.S.T. has been designed to provide means

for the effective blending of approaches, tailored

to specific need in the given environment.

One of the problems frequently encountered in

the development of a planning scheme is the mat-

ter of communication between systems analysts

and the educational managers, for they may differ

as to orientation, philosophy and general outloolic

relative to methodology. An analyst may, far

instance;riconiniend theta budget be formulated

on the basis orallations of resources vis-a-vis a

given managerial strategy, while the managers

must remain mindful of the basic elements of time,

expense and training which are required in creating

that system which would provide greatest overall

efficiency. In short, there may exist a host of jrn-

plicit inconsistencies between the design of a

system and its implementation.

Although planning may be regarded as a contin-

uous cycle, it may also be regarded as beginning

with a definition of purpose and ending with the

evaluation of outputs, with the original purpose

held as a reference point
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Defining a college's purpose must presuppose

that there will be a process whereby the degree of

attainment of this purpose may be subsequently

measured and evaluated.

To explicate further:

The preliminary appraisal of alternative mcdels should dis-

cover each system's ability to measure its performance . The

effective selection of improvements can be accomplished only

if the performance of the present system has been measured;

then, as changes are introduced, the differentials can be

determined.'

The corapts of "planning" are many, and a state-

ment of purpose miy read, for example, tat the

institution of learning--

provkle an institutionally coherent approach to conserv-

ing, augmenting, and promulgating knowledge in consonance

with the goals of larger public interests and society. Manage

ment must plan, organize and control the activitie, of the

institution in order to accomplish this objective. '

Stanley Young, Management: A Systems Analysis (Glemitew,

Ill.; Scot, Foresman, 1866), P. 45.

George .W. Baughman, "Towards a Theory of University Manage-

ment," in Management Inforrotion Systems in Higher Education,

Charles B. Johnson and William Katzenmeyer, eds. (Duzham, N.C.:

Duke University Press, 1' ),P. 13.

The most effective way to create a specific plan-

ning model for one's own institution may be to

examine those of others, noting similarities as well

as differences, according to the development

team. It will at the middle of the cycle of planning

that the major distinctions will become apparent,

since beginning and end of the cycle have pre-

sumably been established, leaving the middle

scales for precise development.

Among the formal planning systems taken under

consideration were (1) Planning Programming

Budgeting System, which recognizes that plan-

ning and budgeting are parts of the same process,

(2) Management by Cbjectives, a system whereby

individual effort toward the attainment of goals

are kept within specific constroints of overall

policy, (3) Management Information Systems,

usually referred to as the data base which is

needed to operate el successful planning system

that would consist of a. data-gathering process, (4)

the School Planning Evaluation and Communica-

tion System, which addresses itself primarily to

the public schools but f!nrls relevance in the college
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sy'stem, an output-oriented program-based sys-

tern which includes an evaluation sub-smem for

matching actual and expected outcomes of pro-

grams, and (5) Western Interstate Commision of

Higher Education, a coordinated data system ex-.

pediting internal planning as well as external re-

porting and inter-college communications, ration-

alizing decision-making for the allocation of re-

sources.

Management Skill a Key

A selection of specific stra.tegy based upon the

evaluation of alternatives is seen as the most

rational approach to planning, and it is at this point

.that a given information system..0s yielded all it

can and management skill must come to the fore.

No analytical technique may make decisions for

those charged with the responsibility for doing so.

Most proponents for planning systems also con-

cur that on-going information and evaluation sub-

systems are required in order to chart, intentions

and actual resuks. Quantification of objectives

allows the evaluation sub-system to perform this

iask. Management information should be provided

through a process of continued data collectIon and

processing that will bring requiied information into

the proper format for management upon a timely

basis.

A complete cycle of rational planning must

include several sub-systems. At a minimum these

necessary elements within an institution of higher

education can be summarized as follows: (1) an

examination of the environment, (2) development

of strategic alternatives, (3) itemization of con-

straints, (4) selection of strategy, (5) budgeting, (6)

evaluation.

Some form of the above sub-systems may create

a functional planning cycle. Of course, the crea-

tion of this system requires a monumental task of

coordination and integration and there are many

intricate interrelationships and minor sub-elements

that have not been covered. Each of the parts list-

ed above, along with many others, would not

necessarily create a management system. Man-

agement is also a way of thinking. It must be

motivational as well as rational, sociological aiwell

as logical, personal as well as functional. Only

Oth the commitment of resourcesiskills, and ded-

ication will any system begin to work, but it is the

responsibility of management to ensure that it shall

work.,
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M. 0, S, T. How It Works

The precise integration of five sub-systems de-

fines the M. 0. S. T. approach to college manage-

ment, including instructional preparedness. It is

the contention of the developmental tearn systems

must function as an administrative combine, as a

systematic unit, before the program may take opti-

mum shape, delivering results both practical and

altruistic for the community. The sub-systems

under discussion are as follows:

I Planning

I Data Collection and Processing

Staffing and Staff Development

0 Instruction

Evaluation

Each of these areas of concentration must be

fully actualized in it particular realm of activity

and yet it ought to be underscored that taken alto-

gether, each unit must be articulod with a pre-

cision coordinated to complement the other proc-

eses. This is not unlike the muscular structure of

the five fingers of the human hand at work. For

optimum results no single process may become

dispropodonately significant or meager. Each will

play a pan according of the most effective criteda.

Perhaps a basic key to successful implementation

of M. 0. S. T. would be an appropriate monitoring

system. integration of the five processes in addi-

tion to full development of ea0 process in terms

of an overall design -- would ordinarily become 'a

focal point for weighing the total effectiveness of

the program's application.

Planning

In general, it may be fairly stated that to the

extent a data system aids an institution in achiuing

its basic objectives the planning criteria are func-

tionally effective. Planning of the kind necessary in

a community college complex is essentially an

objective-setting procedure, ordinarily controled

on a phase-by-phase basis, culminating in a

crystalization of objectives as well as the ap-

propriate measurement of corresponding achieve-

ments. Effective development of an information

system, discussed below, would proykle an essen-

tial ingredient for the planning endeavor.

It follows that one of the primary goals for the

college planner and the planning process would be

to determine with reasonable ceitainty broad goals

for the college. This is necessary in order to
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formulate a mission statement and corresponding

methods for implementation.

The mission statement in regard to M. O. S. T.

would bear fully upon all major administrative

decisions.

Once the mission statement has been sifficiently

refined for publication, it may be adequately clad-

'ed for dissemination throughout the ranks of the

administrative structure and professional staff.

Such dissemination would ensure suitable dele-

gation of responsibilities at all levels on a college-

wide basis.

An evaluation of valid results would likely be

assured, in part, through budgeting, monitoring on

a functional basis, and basic controls provided at

the departmental level through guidelines furnished

by M, 0, S. T, The system would assure a coordi.

nated effort through precise application.

An essential element in the scheme for planning

would be provisions for whet has been termed

measurable objectives "cascading throughout the

organization," with the sum total of individual,

course and departmental objective5 yielding in the 4 ni
ultimate degree to the mission statement,

Data Collection and Processing

The M. O. S. T. data system provides (1) Input

of information for initial planning, (2) Collection of

performance data, gathered and processed for

evaluation considerations, and (3) Storage files

maintained for transactional and clerical response.

There is a wide anortment of usable forms in

the area of data collection, processing, and store

age, but the key operative In any thoroughgoing

system is a practical overview that lends impetus to

a everehigher degree of applicable concision. A

precise applicability of information, that Is, must

be carefully guarded, or Its validity will disintegrate.

Brevity, of course, will provide no guarantee of

an effective; regenerative system of infonatIon

flow, and yet the college administrator must be

alen to evidence of duplication of effect by both

man and machine. The overlapping of informas

tional categoOes, Invalid cdteria, Inaccuracies and

error, tend to result In the multiplication of Irm lei

vancies as well as other builtein Inefficienciee

whether mechanical or manual. Limiting the data

flow to essential matters will NM the decision'

makers well, and should be strictly limited to

relevant information.
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l'he administration should also be alert to shifts

In basic criteria brought about by socioeconomic

trends, demographic profiles for the service area,

limitations of physical plant and environment,

enrollment figures and other variables wonhy of

interpretation,

Staffing and Staff Development

M. 01 S. T. organizational staffing and staff

development has been designed to integrate a cone

ceptual base which would provide organizational

analysis, training and growth opportunities, and

the evaluation of employees on the basis of objects

lye criteria.

M, 0, S. T. analyzes job responsibilities In light

of the misslon statement, selecting personnel

according to well established validities, In short,

the program would provide on objectified evalu-

ation mechanism,

The purpose of the organization staffing and

staff development lubsystem Is twofold; (1) To

prodids a rational planning device for the Inte.

gretIon of a mission objective and job nomencle

1,,
10

ture, and 12) To provide the needed training and

evaluation mechanism for the effective implemen-

tation of the management system approach as well

as maintain and upgrade staff performance.

Instruction

Although the planning subsystem might be

defined as one which Includes academic planning,

yet the Management Organization Systems Tech-

nique has developed a quaseparate instructional

model because of the distinctions between ace-

demic decisions and Winer,' management deci-

sions and accompanying goals,

The primary emphasis here Is the requirement of

formal, measurable program and course objectives

as well a: an Information and feedback component

created to assist In the process, M. 0. S. T.

requires that both student and instructor be made

aware at the start of a program or course basis

evaluation criteria. Simply put, thla would newt

tate a formal tatement of skills to be acquired for

the successful completion of a course or program

in addition to a procedure for determining the level

of skills acquired.
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Evaluation

The function of evaluating the information

generated in the data system, measuring it against

the expected results as stated in the objectives,

and feeding it back to the planning sub-system,

comprises the most importhnt function of the

evaluation system.

Additionally, new information concerning com-

munity needs and corresponding resources must

be evaluated and their projected impact) upon the

college presented for considerations of

15
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Conclusion

In concluding, the Developmental Team at

Wayne County Community College would stress

that the Management Organization Systems Tech-

nique* is a means for effecting a total system of

management in the field of higher education.

Although the. increasing complexity of the

modern college and university has necessitated

some reliance upon standard form, it is precisely

the challenge of keeping abreast of the manifold

complexities which has engendered a growing

awareness of relevancy in the functional system

and the validity of a mission approach for use of

enlightened decision.makers.

'This publication Is first in a sides being planned to delineate other

salient features of M.O.S.T.
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